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Third and fourth order invariants for one-dimensional timedependent classical systems
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Abstract. The constructionof invariants up to fourth order in velocitieshas beencarried out
for one-dimensional, time-dependent classical dynamical systems. While the exact results are
recovered for the first and secondorder integrable systems,the results for the third and fourth
order invariants are expressed in terms of nonlinear potential equations. Noticing the
separability of the potential in spaceand time variables these nonlinear equations are reduced
to a tractable form. A possible solution for the third order case suggests a new integrable
system V(q, t) ~ t-4/~ q '/2.
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1. Introduction
In the recent past there has been considerable interest in the construction of exact
invariants for time-dependent (TO) classical dynamical systems. While very few
attempts (Katzin and Levine 1982, 1983; Kaushal et ai 1984a; Mishra et al 1984) are
being made for the study of two- or higher-dimensional systems, various methods have
been proposed (Lewis 1968; Lutzky 1978, 1979; Korsch 1979; Kaushal and Korsch
1981; Ray and Reid 1979, 1982; Lewis and Leach 1982) and used for the construction of
invariants for one-dimensional systems described by the Lagrangian
L = ½q2 _ V(q, t).

(1)

Again for the one-dimensional case, the most studied system is the TI~ harmonic
oscillator for which the constructed invariant (cf. (16)) turns out to be of second order in
velocities. No doubt there has been some emphasis also on the study of TI~ nonharmonic systems (Kaushal and Korsch 1981; Ray and Reid 1979), but somehow only a
few of them are integrable in the sense of second order invariants. In fact, once the
invariants of a system (or the second constants of motion for a time-independent
system) are known then the solution of the equation of motion merely reduces to the
problem of quadrature.
In spite of the fact that third or higher order invariants (other than the total energy)
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are now constructed (Holt 1982; Hall 1983; Kaushal et al 1985) for some timeindependent systems and quite a few new integrable systems are found somehow such
attempts have not been made so far (to the best of our knowledge) for ro systems. As a
matter of fact the study of time-independent systems even in higher-dimensions is
somewhat easier as compared to that of "rD systems mainly because, in this case, the
over-determined set of the partial differential equations, required to be solved during
the process of construction of invariant, does not involve (Holt 1982; Hall 1983) the
coupling between the coefficients of even and odd powers of velocities in the invariant.
As a result the second constant of motion for the system contains only either even or
odd powers of velocities. However, this is not the case with ro systems for which such a
coupling occurs through the time-derivatives of these coefficients. This not only
increases the number of partial differential equations but also complicates their
solutions, particularly for higher-dimensional systems and with regard to higher order
invariants. For one-dimensional systems, however, the problem is somewhat simplified.
In the present work, we attempt to construct such third and fourth order invariants
for the TD systems described by (1). In §2, after describing the method in general, we
recover the familiar results for the first and second order cases, particularly for the rD
harmonic oscillator. In §§ 3 and 4, we respectively discuss the construction of third and
fourth order invariants. The results are expressed in the form of"potential" equations
which turn out to be nonlinear in nature and whose solutions would directly provide
the integrable systems. A possible solution of the "potential" equation, in § 3, yields a
new integrable system V(q, t)~ t-4/aq z/2, which admits a third order invariant.
Finally, the results are discussed and summarized in § 5.
2. T h e m e t h o d

We consider the system described by the Lagrangian (1) with the concomitant equation
of motion,

ii = - a V/Oq.

(2)

Let us consider the constant of motion, 1, of the form
1

2

1

.3

l = bo +btq+-2~. b2il +~. b3q + ~-~.b4q 4,

(3)

where bi's (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4), are functions of q and t. The invariance of I implies
dl/dt = 0 and using (3), this gives

dbo

/abo

t3b,

)

/~bt

l db21)gl2

(3--~-+ b, q + ~-~-q +--~- + b24 q + [ k ~ -t- ~ - ~ - + 5 b30
[ldb2
lob3 1
/q 3
+~--~q +g---~-+gb,4,

{ldb3

1 db4'~.4

10b,

5

+~-6--~q+~-~--ff[-]q
+-~--~qq= 0 .

(4)

On substituting/j from (2), (4) yields an expression in t, q which must vanish identically.
This implies that the coefficients in (4) must vanish separately. Thus

db,/t~q = O,

(5a)

db 3 db4
4-w- +-z:- = O,

(5b)

vq

vt
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30b2+
~q -Oba
~ ? - b, ~OV
=0,

(5c)
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¢5d)

aV
-~q + ~0b2
- b~ ~-q
= o,

t~bo Obt

. OV

~q + ~ -

Obo

0V

0t - b, ~

o2 7 q = O,

(Se)

= 0.

(5f)

Note that this is an overdetermined set of coupled partial differential equations and the
coupling between the coefficients corresponding to even and odd powers of q in (3)
arises due to the time-derivatives o f bi's. This is not, however, the case with timeindependent systems (see Holt 1982; Hall 1983).
T o obtain the systems which admit first order invariants (i.e. linear in velocities), we
set b2 = b3 = b4 = 0 in (5) and hence obtain the following set of equations:

--=Obt 0; --=Ob° Obl.
Oq

Oq

Obo =bl--OV

Ot '

Ot

Oq "

While the solutions o f the first two equations are b~ = Pl (t); bo = - Pl q + P2 (t), the
third yields the "potential" equation,
~_fv + ~, q _ p~ = 0,

Oq

Pl

16)

Pt

whose only solution is

Pl
Vtq,t)= ~,

q2 _~ tO2

olq+o3tt).

Here p{s are some arbitrary functions of time. If we set P3 (t) = - #~/(2p~ iJt ), then the
integrable system is the rD rotatino harmonic oscillator,

V(q, t) = ½oj2(t)[q - ~(t)] 2,

(7)

with the invariant,

(8)

! = p2 + (plit - P l q ) ,
where Pt and P2 are given by

Pl + to2(t)Pl = 0;

#2 + to2 (t)ot(t)pl = O.

For the systems admitting second order invariants we set b a = b~ = 0 in (Sa)-(5f)
and obtain,

Ob2
0-'-q-= O;

20bj + Ob1
Oq

~

= O;

(9a, b)

along with (5e) and 15f). Equations (9a) and (9b) imply
b2 = at (t),
bl = -½01 q + o'2(0,

(I0)
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where 0.1 and 0.e are some arbitrary functions of t. Using these results in (5e) and (5f)
and noting that (Oebo/~ q" ~t) = (~2bo/at" ~q), we obtain a general "potential" equation
of the form,

(

-1

/-~

+ 0.q

,[-0-2- ~V/'

-

3

( O V ) + ( - ~ 1i ~ , q + ~ 2 ) = o .

(11)
This is a linear, second order partial differential equation whose solutions, in principle,
would provide the integrable systems admitting second order invariants. We shall be
obtaining similar 'potential' equations for third and fourth order invariants in the next
two sections. However, they will be nonlinear in nature. As such the solution of these
nonlinear equations will be a difficult task, therefore, with the help of some simple and
known cases we demonstrate here a method of using these "potential" equations for
constructing the invariants:
Case (a): TD harmonic oscillator:

V (q, t) = fl(t)q 2.

(12)

On substituting the derivatives of V in (I 1) we obtain an identity,
- 2(0.1fl + 2drif~+¼i~)q + 20.2t'l+d2 = O,

(13)

which is satisfied if we choose
¼di + 2al ft + 0.1fl = O,

(14a)

d2 + 20.2fl = 0.
Now, we set
0.1 = p 2 ,

(14b)

0"2 = O,

which reduces (14a) to

//+ 2fl(t)p = k/p 3,

(15)

where k is an arbitrary constant of integration. The coefficientsb~ and b2 in (3) now
become

b2 = p 2, bl = -p/~q,
and the coefficient bo can be obtained from (5f) and (15), in the form

bo = ½k(q/p)2 +½q2p2.
Finally, the invariant (3) turns out to be

I = ½k ( q / p ) 2

+

½(qp _ ttp)2,

(16)

a well known result in literature (Lewis 1968; Korsch 1979; Ray and Reid 1979, 1982).

Case (b): Let us consider a general power form of V as
V(q, t) = fl(t)q m.

(17)

Using this form of V in (11) we obtain the identity

[ - ½ ~ l m ( m - l)fl-0.1mfl-~atmfl]q ~-1 +a2m(m-- 1)flq "-2
--½1~q + d:2 = 0,
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which must be satisfied if we require that the coefficients o f powers of q must vanish
(since m # 0),
dlfl

+1 +o'tfl=0; a2(m-1)fl=0,

o:t=0;

d2---0.

(18)

The solution to these equations for (m # 1) are

e2=O,

a t =(att2+a2t+a3),

f l ( t ) = k t a i -t=+2)/2,

(19)

where at, a2, aa and kt are some arbitrary constants of integration. The coefficient bo
from (50 turns out to be bo = alflqm+ k2, and the invariant (3), in this case, can be
written as

I = "1 flq" + ½q (al fl - 01 q),

(20)

where the arbitrary constant o f integration k 2 is taken as zero.
If m = l, then a2 #-0 and (18) implies that a 2 = ctt +c2. Choosing the arbitrary
constants of integration ct and c2 as cl = 2al, and c 2 = a2, the invariant for the linear
Tr) potential, V(q, t) = fl(t)q, can be obtained as
I = al (q - 2)fl + ½q[al q - e~ (q - 2)].

(21)

In the above cases we have considered the potential V(q, t) to be separable in q, t.
Alternatively, using (I0) in (5e) we notice that

at (t) = (t93bo/3q3)/(t93 V/3q3),
which suggests that both bo and Vare still separable in q and t to the extent that the ratio
(33bo/3qa)/(c~a V/Oq a) is just a function o f t. Therefore, we choose

botq, t) = htt)u(q),

V(q, t) = h(t)utq).

(22)

at

Using these forms in (5f) and integrating the resultant expression we find the unknown
function u(q) in (22) as

u(q) = k 3 (a2 - ½(~1q)-~2.,h/o,h),

(23)

with the corresponding invariant

I = hu(q) + a2q + ½q(a14 - etq),

(24)

where al and a2 must satisfy 6:1 = e2 = 0.

3. Third order invariants

For this case we set b4 = 0 in (Sa)-(Sf). The set of equations to be solved are
3b3
3q = 0

and

3b2 =
1 0b3
0q
- 3 cgt '

(25a, b)

along with (Sd)-(Sf). Equations (25a) and (25b), respectively, provide
ba=~t(t)

and b 2 = - ~ / t q + ~ 2 ( t ) ,

(26)
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where ¢,~ and ~'2 are some arbitrary functions of time. Substituting these expressions
for ba and b2 in (5d) and integrating we get
bl = h ~ l q2 - ½ ~ 2 q +½~s V + ~3(t),

(27)

where ~'3 is another arbitrary function of t. Now, with these results for b~ and b2, (Se)
and (Sf)can be used to eliminate bo in favour of V by noting the fact that (82bo/8 q. 8t)
= (~2bo/~t. ~q). This will lead to a general "potential" equation of the type

~/l

t~2V

I" l ..

2

1 ..

1 .
•

02V

aV

+~,,-~-+~,, v+

(1.

(1

+

l

~¢,, (,~V/Oq)~

, '~a2v

~q2_~,2q+~3

1

)

~2v

(28)

= 0,

whose solution would provide an integrable TD system admitting the third order
invariants.
As such the solution of the nonlinear equation (28) is difficult. However, as for the
second order case, we also notice here from (27) that ~/1 (t) = 2(t~3bl/Sq3)/(83 V/t~q3),
which implies the separability of bl and Vin q and t variables to the extent that the ratio
(t~b~/Sq3)/(83 V/Oq 3) is only a function of t. For this reason we choose
2f(t) ,
V(q, t) = - ~ v[q).
.

b, (q, t) =f(t)v(q),

(29)

Substituting these forms of b~ and V in (27) we obtain the identity

h~lq'

- ½¢,~q + ~,~

= 0.

(30)

In order that this identity be satisfied we must have
~)1 = O,

~b2 = O,

(31a)

#_a = O,

which yield

0/1 = c3t +dl,

d/2 = c4.

(31b)

Here c3, c4, dl are the arbitrary constants of integration and now-onward we choose
dl = 0.
For the choices (29) and (31), the "potential" equation (28) reduces to a somewhat
simpler form, viz,

vdq ~, d q ] +

O~f 2

~%q-c4

~q +-2-f--¢ = O.

(32)

Now we look for possible solutions of this nonlinear equation.
(i) Let
~, d-~q~v d-~q) = o,

(33a)

Equation (33a) implies that

v(q) = (k4q + ks) 1/2,

(33b)
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where k4 and ks are some arbitrary constants. If we set k4 = ~c3 and k 5 = - c4, then the
remaining q-dependent factors in (32) cancel out and we are left with an ordinary, linear
differential equation of second order in f, namely
3 ] + t- t f _ t - 2f = O,

(34)

whose solutions are
f ( t ) = at-t/J,

f(t) = at.

(35)

For the reasons given below in (ii) we accept here the first solution in (35) and obtain the
eliminated constant bo as
bo = _ ½a2t- 2/a,
and finally, the invariant (3) as
I=-

~[f

[1
-~caq-c4)

,'/2.-]2 1
OJ + g ~ ' , O 3.

(36)

(ii) We can also choose
f ~bl - c a f = O,
in (32) which impliesf(t) ~ t. This solution, though consistent with the second solution
of (34)and satisfies (32)along with (33a) (since f $ , / 2 f 2 turns out to be zero), however,
is not acceptable because the potential g(q, t), in this case, becomes time-independent.
Thus, we find that the possibility (ii) does not give anything new except that it
supplements the possibility (i).

4. F o u r t h order invariants

To find the integrable systems admitting fourth order invariants one has to solve the
whole set of equations (5). As before the solutions of (5a) and (5b), lead to
b, = st (t)

and

b3 = - ¼st q + s2 (t),

(37)

which in turn provide the solution of (5c) as
1

1

b2 = l g t q 2 - ~'¢2q + ~Sl V+ s3(t),

(38)

where si's are some arbitrary functions of t. Further using these expressions for b2, b3
and b4 the integration of (5d) yields
1 .-.qa

1..

2

1

-s2

)

v+s,(t),

(39)

where s4 is another arbitrary function of time and y = S Vdq. Now, with these results
for b~ and b2 (5e)and (50 can be used to eliminate bo in favour of Vagain by noting the
fact that (02bo/Oq.Ot)= (02bo/Ot.Oq). This will, in fact, determine the "potential"
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equation of the type
1

1

1

1

a1°{3)~3~/--1-2 S(2)~22L/ +~s3q--s4 +~-~sl Y
1 o~ 1 / 1
+-6sl-~+~[~slq-s2)
%

-] o2V 1/'1

~

2

1

1FI 3) 2
8V-18V
+5[isl
-s,::,q+3~,+~,v+s,~j
N
q

-~s2q+
[-!o0~3

8q.&

I o~,~2±IsO~

+ D 4 4 o, ~ - ~ o 2

~ ~-~ 3 ~ -

s~2~ I ,3,
• +~s,,~

1 ,2) c~Y 3. c~2y 1 a 3 y + l / 1 ~3
+~s'~
~?+~s,F:+-6s~-~V ~[~s,'q- s[2)/.v
f l ,2,
' ~ v 1/1
o~v] =0,
+k~Si
q--s2)~-~+~t~sxq--s2)-~-]

(40)

where the numbers in the paranthesison superscriptsof s:s represent the order of timederivatives of s{s. Note that (40) is a nonlinear, integro-partialdifferentialequation
whose solutions,in principle,would directlyprovide the integrablesystems admitting
fourth order invariants.
As before we give here the reduced form of the "potential" (40) by noting the fact
from (38)that the ratio 3(~3b2/~q3)/(~3 V/~q3), isa function of time only. This implies
the separabilityof b2 and V in q and t variables and hence we write

b2(q, t) = o(t)w(,t),

v(q, t) =

3g(t)

Sl

(40

w(q).

Substituting these forms of b2 and V in (38) we again obtain an identity
1
2 1
2-4 & q - 3 s2q + s3 = O,

which would imply
~'~=0

s2=0

s3=0

and hence Sl = Cst+d2, s2 = c6. Here cs, c~, d2 are the arbitrary constants of
integration and also we have set d2 = 0. The choice (41) reduces the potential equation
(40) to a somewhat simpler form,

+~ ~/~~,~-~s,s, +~os,

+;(~',q-s2)(Os,-2',0+~'2)w

= O,

(42)
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where W = Swdq, and s4(t) is taken to be zero. The primes on w represent the
derivatives of w w.r.t.q. Equation (42) appears difficult to handle even for a trivial case
like the one discussed in § 3. However, the use of rationalization method (see §5) can
provide integrable TD systems in this case.

5. Discussion and summary
The method described in § 2 is subsequently used in reproducing the results for some
known cases. This not only provides a check on the method but also outlines a
procedure for the use of nonlinear "potential" equations obtained in §§3 and 4,
corresponding to the third and fourth order invariants. The only system admitting first
order invariants is a To rotating harmonic oscillator (cf. (7)). In addition to the familiar
case of TOharmonic oscillator the second order invariants are constructed (cf. § 2) for (i)
a rD linear potential, V(q, t)= #(t)q (cf (21)), and (ii) a potential of the type
( c 2 - clq) -e~°, in which the time-dependence occurs through the exponent.
To obtain a general solution of the potential equation (28) or (40) is a difficult task.
However, for a given TDsystem its integrability can be checked by using what we call the
method of rationalization. This method, outlined in § 2 and detailed elsewhere (Katzin
and Levine 1982, 1983; Kaushal et al 1984a), suggests a way out for determining
unknown arbitrary functions of time which, normally, are found to satisfy some
tractable, ordinary differential equations. A possible solution of the nonlinear equation
(32) provides a new integrable system, V(q, t) ~ t-4/3 qa/2, which admits a third order
invariant (cf. (36)).
Finally, for the purposes of constructing further higher order invariants we obtain
here a recursion relation involving the coefficients b,(q, t), where b,(q, t) occur in a
general form of the invariant I, namely

I = ~ b~(q,t)~.
n=O

(43)

/'1.

The Hamiltonian corresponding to the Lagrangian (1) is now written as

H = ~p2 + V(q, t),

(44)

and the invariance of I implies
dl
~I
=
+ [I, H]p B' = 0.
dt
dt

(45)

Using (43) and (44) in (45) it is now easy to obtain a recursion relation of the type
b~ + n

- b, +t ~ q = 0,

(46)

which conforms the set of equations (5) for fourth order invariants.
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